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In this study four'research strategies used in
previous studies of- the sociali.zation of .cognitive skills were first

contrasted and then asseSsed4A-terms of five criteria. (The data
base for this study was.' 32 videotOes of mothers preparing their Tor 97year-old children to take EC-memory test.) The four strategies
(frequency coding, fine- gained sequential analysis, single-case
ethnography, and comparative ethnography) are discussed in terms of
their utility for'providing an empirically adequate account of how
individuals achieve meaningful'communication-within the context of an
evollang'interaction. Strategies are then evaluated in-terms of (1)
"the 45esiions each method can answer, (2) procedures related to data
einaj.dbysib, (3)
problems of assessing the validity of4the analysis, (4)
prlems of assessing` the reliability and validity of data
colleCtion,,and (5) limits each strategy imposes on statements
concerning the generality of 'the findings. While al ol the
;,strategies were found to have utilitufot examining particular
aspects of data on the socialization of cognitiVe s 'lls, neither
frequency coding nor fine-gtained sequential analysis were found to
represent adequately the complexitytof the dyadic interaction. She
single -case ethnographic.meticod, however, Was found to .provide

!counts of how participants
tly accomplished cognitive tasks,
how mothers estaliliphed-and.mftained a common framework, and how
both mother and child dPids.wqrked toward a transfer of *

-,

responsibility for the direction,of the task. In order to examine the
prevalence of st5uctutes of interaction found in the single-case
ethnographies, two,multi=case,,comparative-ethnographic studies are
presently being conducted. (Author/RH)
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In this presentation we contrast fourresearch strategiesthat we have

used in studies of instruction and the deVelopment of cognitive skills.*
Our data base is'32 videotapes of mothers teaching their 7 or. nine year
children.

old

The mothers are preparing thei'r children ta take a memory, 'test

on the organization of either groceries on kOen.shelvps (which we:Lailthe
home task) or phot9s of household items in compartments (which we call_the
school task).

We will first chronicle our research efforts through the four strategies,
listed on your handout:
1.

"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

Frequency coding

Boxibwro.,

Rby

2.41 Fine-grained sequential analysis

3.- Sin9je-case ethnography
TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (BRIG)." '

A

4.

Comparefive ethnography

We will explain why w.e have explored each of these strategies in our research

on the sg5ialization of cognitive skills.

We will_then compare them an

,

1

4'ivtcriteria (a1;ioolistecron'your.hanout).
,

We began our analysis of the videotapes by devising a fixed cdding scheme
to determine the.frequencies of relevant 'acti'ons by the mothers and children.

We counted occurrences of vgrbat and nonverbal references to the membership.

0 .

,

,

of items in groups, 'to, the requirements of the experimental task, and to

En
Phi

,
.

.

the demands bf the task on the child's!bemory,, among other things.

For example:

.
1

.

.
.

.

the stretch Of transcript in your,handout was coded ayncl4 uding two gestures
by the mother and one by thetchild',.two references to an category label

2
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by the mother, etc.

coding gave. us'a. picture of tie methods of

instruction used by "the mother5, and the patterns of response to instruction

by the children.

The variable's were examined for the effects of the age
4

of the children

compared for the home /vs. school tasks.

'While the results. of these studies were irpresti,ng, we were .frustrated.
by their methodology.' Reducing the data base to a few coded categories
.

.

seemed- to require some arbitrary decisions concerning what constituted a

discrete. behavior.

With hindsight, we would say that discrete behaviors

are nia ' gi yen' in real ity and then -' found' by observers .

t

Rather', they are

,

constited by observers from the "thick" information in the interaction.
What troubled us then and now, however, was our belief that the coding process
t.'

,

removed the behavioral .events from ,the contexts ofthe` interaction necessary
t
to grasp .thei r meaning.

The interactional context contributes to the meaning of any act in a manner
Creation of a diScrete behavioral event.
lost with the/
For example, topographically identical behaviors may

/

,

be interpreted in several ways'depending-on the history of the interaction.

/

Th'us the Mother's question "What do yoU think goes next ?"
1.,

may mean

one thing

if\a child has just solved a similar problem in the experimental task, but
/

quite another if 'it. follows a succession of errors. Neither: possibility

has been

captured;
however', i f it is .simply given the label "open-e'rided question". ,\
.
.
.
..
.
I

Our
static' frequency code abstracted the behavioral events from the work
t
%

the dyad was doing on the 'problems of teaching and learning..

,,,
r.,
.
This came home to us when we anl,py.zed the coded dia a. We found that our

Interpretations of the meaning of statistical difffre ces derived from our
.

.

direct observatkon'of- the interactions, during the piloti,ng and riunning

of tf

.

.

dyads, before we had reduced this information to the coded frequencies.

It concerned us that we_were.

)

retrieving the meaning of our data

unsystemalicallyand only after careful ly removing the data from the contexts
.

"which permitted. thei r, i nterpYhetati on.
:3
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So we sought an alternative methodology that i ncYucted some of. the

Our fine -

c6mpl exi .6/ ; structure, and movement inherent (in interaction.

grained sequential analysis i'nvol \Jed simi 1 ar, behavior Categories, *but

retained/ the time structure relating each act by the mo.ther and by the child.
For example,- the tranScript in the handout would be segmented into thd
child rs .turn,

sequence of mother's turnVietc.,. with four turns by each in this" stretch

.of transcript. Each' segment would then be coded, and the sequence
of codes would be analyzed:

This allowed us to Compare interactions occurring

early vs. late in the transcript, and to, analyze the contingencies between,
a

say, -the mother's behavior inASegDnent andthe child's behavior in the next
segment.
a

.

We found
e

fine-grained sequential steiet to be "extrerbely
.
1

time consuming; and we .adhi eyed relatively few interesting findings
through theM.
.

MOreover, the method could not in rinciple'solve theproblems

we were concerned with.

.

Al tho(Ogh we turned to a Sequential method to look at eve

in the context of whatpce;...J!..s
'and 1)1 lows them, we were still unable, to
, -

/

handle the fact that at, any point in, an interaction the participants are working
in several dimensions Abehavior. , For example ,

mother 'may be simultaneously

maintaining her chi Td's attention, evaluating `the- pace of 'instruction, mai ntainin

her social status relative
of the task'.

to the chi ld, an,d eorking on a specific component

Sequential .analysis; like 'frequency counts, requires a
.
.

,

.

.

.

,

.

obsenfer

,

to create a single b*..,ivioral- event from the flow of' the interaction at any

point in time.

The coded event is 'assigned the same meani nig wherever i t
,

4.

occurs, across ,dyads and across time within dyads ., Such analysis "loses the

partici flints ' adaptations to the d'hanging ci r.cumstances ,of,,the problem as they
devel2p

.sol uti on.

.

r
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W nothing else, the experience with fine-graindd sequential analysi.s
rifled what we wanted to know.

1

-.-

Whereas traditional psychological research

attempts to relate discrete .behaviors to discrete causes, we wanted to
investigate -how' indi vi duai s ackirove meaningful comunicatior/ .iithin the
/-

context
a

of an evol ving.ipteraCtion.

What eyolves in an inter tion is

jointly achiev.ed framework of meaning in terms of whih the participants,

cc,7,1-unicate.

This is. obscured by dividing the cboperati,,e actions of mother and

find into behaviors for which only one Is given credit.,
u.b.SCV;411.

)4k,

Wt-e:

In ourAatttrpts to examine howpnteractIonal framewrk is construe

1%

we were influenced particularly by the work_of ticourel., Mehan, Cazden,

and McDermott,who argue that participants in social intera?tion signal

the intended meanings of;their actions to each ether. These signals ..are
PIP

av:',..-.1able to the researcher and provide evidence for arauments concerning
,

.

the meaning of rthe interaction.

that

Ilwe

ti

*

McDermott, Gospodinoff, and Aron argue

/

can use the ways members
have of making clear to each other and
, -

to themselves what is going on to locate to our own satisfaction an account

of bat it is that they are ,doing with each other.

In tact, the ways they

'lave of making clear iteach other what they are doing are identical to the
-

.

criteria which we use to locate ethnographically what they are doing.11
.
1.-

.

.

We first applied\these methods in what we will call singlercase

i,;,

,ethnography. 'Gardner and Rogoff

;A-

.

carried

out an Intensive, interpretive

nalysis of one dyad's preparation for the memory test.

Working from thd

' transcript of 'the interaction; we examined the, mother's di recti on of her 8-:
%z year-old child's memory activity.
,i

We argued that the mother and chid jointly

*,t

accomplished the' child's cognitive performance on th'is-,task.

For example,

.?,

by talking-1
"d-.'

her thoughts

as she classified the items that the child..

had to 'remember, the mother gave him a picture of how she would

solved

-s
1

',.

the memory problem.

qhe worke4i d to make these activitips meaningful to the child

5

.

/:
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by anchoring. their meani ng both i n the context of a family k,i tchen and

in the context of the task demands of the experiment. -We argued that
.4-

the mother' s work to establish and maintain a common framework 'for the

prOcessing of information was essential for the cyad's joint accomplishmet

of the task.
cbtild 'be
A

that jointly working

4.1e concluded

through

cognitive tasks,

in the socialization of children in cognitive

i mportan
i

skills, sudi as in e, ry strategies/*

/

Fo cusing cm another dyad, RogOff and Gardner found that both mother

and child worked toward a transfe. of responsibility fOr the direftion
of the task.

The mother was observed subtly testing her child's readiness

by redufing tie amount of direction and organization she provided for a component

of the task.

If the child made an error or indicated a lack of readineis,

the mother quickly reerectedble 'scaffolding' she had momentaril
remved..

These negotiations of resoonsibili.ty were often transacted,th, rough

glance_ sand

other non-verbal cues, as in the section of transcript from

'O4r

pichtlion

<re

441Cir atii or\ s

via cu

f-e' (lows

this dyad given in the handout:A It appears from both this child's

response to the moth.et's first question requesting identification of the
item and from her reply to his attempt that she was searching for more
4

than ,the name of the item.
the 'appropriate

He provi des the _name of the item, but not
r
.
She provides the oategory label, and waits

category

for hurt to pla,ce the ittem in

he appropriate box.

s

ken ~action is not

forthc&ing from the.child, the, mother makes his job more conrete:
anottier item -in the sere' category.

finding

Site takes this a Ttep further and offers

him- a 'candida'te by A djus ting an item which would be an appropriate response
a/6

k,o her latest question.

He fakes the cue, indicates the item she has been

t

adjusting, and they 'fina,lly get the item placed. Our paper consisted of
secti ons

,transcri pt 4ii th discussions providing evidence for the i nterpl ay,

of 'testing and feedback described above.
.

4
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Ough we 'are excited by what 'We have learned about the socialization
fi

of cognitive activity through our single-case ethnographies,

t

.

revising

our approach again.

When reading,

we are, now

7,-

ethnographies, we often'feel

uneasy- concerning how the author' selected the incidents illustrating

his or her points.

In our own work we want to find a way to assess the

,generality of our findings and to portray the variability of approaches used
by dyads. To achieve .this, we are now attempting some Comparative or

multi-case ethnographies.

The method of analysis ,is similar,, but we

are now workii-g with a larger data base to find common patterns appearing

.across individuals.
We are working on two multi -case projects:
the Gardner and Rogoff analysis on six dya:ds.

Gardner is replicating
Rogoff and Gauvain

atze analyzing all 32 dyads in an analysis performed in tvio stages. In
the first stage, they summarize each dyad'S progress in

and preparing the child fer the memory test.

.lacing the items

The transcript isrok:en

into episodes that-retain the sequence in which the actions'occurred.,
. but using terms applicable 'across dyads to describe_them.

For example,

the episode represented in, the samcktranscript -is. recorded as follows:
Eighthitem placed,

.

)

second

one in compartment:,

,

.

'

Mother chooses item, child labels item and its function,
Mother labels category and asks child for associated itemwhile
indicating a candidate, child indicates associated item.
Mother and child each place item in box.

in the second stage of analysis we

grOup the episOdes into phase

of ins tructi on.. including " Prel ude" , "Orientation to task ", "Item

acement " -,

s

nreedying for test", and "Exit". In, each Phase, the approactreash ,dyad takes
and how the yesponiibility for the Components shifted during the instruction
.

is summarized. de expect to be able to examine the prevalegce of the struOuas
found in the single -case ethnographies using these multi ,case ethnograph.id-,approa
.,

..

To conclude we will compare the four methodologies. on on five triter-ill:
,,-,,:,'.,

q.
a

-

What questions are the methods useful for answering?

)

.

s

A

7

.,

,1

.

*-

-

Page
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.

4.

How are the data analyzed?
How Can the validity of the analysis' be' assessed?

How can the reliability 4nd validity of the data collection

.

.

process be assessed?
5.

.

,

-.

What statements can be made about the generality of the .findings?
.
.

We should caution that it is difficult to compare these methods, since,

i

first, statistical methodology is much more highly developed than ethnography
.

,

,

for psychological research.

In fact, statistical methodology typically defines

.what we consider psychology to be.

.Second, in both traditional

s, tatiistics

and ethnography tit is difficult to sort out th' real potential of the
,
.
methods from the ideal claims that have been made for them.

\

Frequency codes are most useful for questions concerning discrete behavioral
events which .carT be assumed ;to follow sOMe'random

distribution.

These kinds

o,f/events occur naturally in many fields of study but, as we have argued,we

are not sure that they are foUnd in studies of-social interaction.
discrete interactional eveht,

Ana

The

meaning' is identicgl across time

and dyads, is an abstraction created for the sake

of

statistical analysis.

This disadvantage, however, is compensated in part by what can be done with
,,

frequencies after: they have' been tallied.

A well *defined statistical hypothesis

...,

can br evacuated in an impersonal and objective fashion, with a calculable
.
sc.
probability of error.
,

Similarly, there is a well developed methodology for

determining the reliability with whi& the frequencies were tallied.
We suggest, however, that the level of abstraction of the data is 'also a hidden
..

problem for reliability and analysis.

Once the data base is coded

it is effectively hidden from everyone but the researchers.

intp

frequencie

A researcher's inter-

pretation of the theoretical Meaning of statistical results always dr:aws

upon 4 deeper understanding of the data base than is capture thin his or her

summary of the frequencies. ,The readercould. have

a

better check on the
AV

.;

1
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"'

validity of the coding probess if he-or she could.hal?access to,the raw
material of the data base.

Frequency codes do, however, provide ready means for

comparing individuals_ within a study by using their profile of scores.

They also explicitly provide information on the prevalence within the
sample of the pattern of findings reported.
Fine-grained sequential analyses inherit most of the advantages. anci
ze

disadvantages of frequency codes.

Sequential methods do allow researchers

to ask some questions 'using sequence of events as a variable: for example,

it

a given behavior morepreval'ent earliee or later 19the interaction?

,
They can also be used to examine contingencies between behaviors:

are errors

by the child more likely following questions or. directions by the mother?
In' practice, howder, we believe that these- are only modest advantages'
with respect ,to simple frequency code's.

They are.paid for.in a less well

',developed statistical methodology and an exponential increase in the
effort expended per study.
In single.-case ethnography, one -ignores questtons of the prevalence

of events across groups and seeks to extract Vie maximum of informationfrom
,

-a single interaction.

Since only one case is being discussed, there is

no comparison of the effects of different conditions.
focus is shifted clo er to the data base

itself.

Instead, the

The researcher seeks

a consistent i,nterpre ation of the meaning signalled by, the participants

in the interaclion.

Q

The interpretation is supported by the presentation of

transcripts of pcirtions, of the interactions which provide data for the

reader to judge whether the transcribed evidence really does support the
investigators conclusions. ,there are no well develciped methodologies for

assessing the reliability of the

transcription, nor are the precision and

impersonalitjf of statistical tests availabli.. Finally,. the rich data derived fro

a single case do not allow statements about generality beyond the case examined.
*we

9

1
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Our ventures int() multi-case ethnography ere attempts to'remetiY
i

Our attention shifts from the richness of the

sore of these problems.

sirtgle case to the communality of patterns within a group.

We are %toning

to, develop methods Whereby meaning can be discussed in terms that will

allow us to assess. the generality of its patterns.

It Will be necessary

to develop rul es ?or determining patterns and schematic ways of

illustrating them. This will impose t greater legree of abstraction on the
a single case. The .1-:.strection and tarer aita base, make id

data than i

Impossible to present more than 'a small portion of the date base to the reader
.

,

in any research publica_tion.
Through

our exploration of these four research strategies, we have gained

int
appreciation of the advantages and tradeoffs of bothArnore traditional met,hods
and the ethnographic approaches,

At present we feel that al 1 the approaches

we have discussed are useful, with each of them appropriate for examining a

different angle of data onthe socialization of cognitive skills.

1.4

soy
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''Four research strategies:
1.

Frequency coding

2.

Fine- grained seque'ntial analysis

Single-case ethnography i

.

4. 'Comparative ethnography
1.

-

a

6'
A
Sample of transcript from a mother and her 6-year;oid son sorting photographs
in the uhomework" task:t

N

MOTT.
-

CHILD
1,.-

(picks up picture of bucket, hplds,it in
Yrent of child) What's that?

,,

it's-a bucket and it helps you
carry things and.,. (fidgets)
Yeah, and it helps -you clean.
(looks at child)
(child nods)

Okay,-what else, do'you see,somethinsi
else that helps you fTean?
(adjusts the broom in'the
box)

(watches mother's hand on bucket,
then points to bucket, then 'to broom)
The broom, so it shauld be put in here.
(holds bucket in 'cleaning' box)
(takes bucket. from mother's hand
and places in correct box)
Yeah.

f

e criteria for, e%aquatima thd-research strategies:
1.

What questions are the methods Useful for answering?

.2. 'How are the)daaanalyzed?
7

4.
5.

Howmtan the validity of the ahalysis be assessed?
How can reliability and validity of the data collection be assessed?.
What statements can be made about the generality of the findings?

